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ABSTRACT 

This thesis proposes an integrated statistics-based verb clustering process for Human

Robot Interactions. 

How to enable a service robot to understand its user's intention is a hot topic of 

research today. Based on its understanding, the robot can coordinate and adjust its 

behaviours to provide desired assistance and services to the user as a capable partner. 

Active Robot Learning (ARL) is an approach to the development of the understanding 

of human intention. The task action bank is part of the ARL which can store task 

categories. In this approach, a robot actively performs test actions in order to obtain 

its user's intention from the user's response to the action. 

This thesis presents an approach to verbs clustering based on the basic action required 

of the robot, using a statistical method. A parser is established to process a corpus and 

analyse the probability of the verb feature vector, for example when the user says 

"bring me a cup of coffee", this means the same as "give me a cup of coffee". This 

parser could identify similar verbs between "bring" and "give" with the statistical 

method. Experimental results show the collocation between semantically related verbs, 

which can be further utilised to establish a test action bank for Active Robot Learning 

(ARL). 

Keywords: service robot, active robot learning, task classification, corpus, pre-
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learning means humans can teach robot by demonstrating gestures. For example the 

robot can recognise a gesture while the user is pointing to an object. This gesture 

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

The service robot is a branch of the third generation robots which includes home or 

personal service robots, entertainment robots, education robots, medical robots, 

healthcare and rehabilitation robots and rescue robots. Service robots are expected to 

provide services to their users at home and within workshops. From simple 

assembling tasks to helping aging people living in their own homes and assisting 

doctors with precise surgical procedures in hospitals. Service robots have played an 

important role in the development of "intelligent" robots. 

how a robot can understand human intention is still an exceptionally difficult 

challenge. Hence, robot learning plays an important part in knowledge acquisition, 

motivation establishment and preference identification. There are two approaches to 

solving this issue, the imitation learning and reinforcement learning. Imitation 

learning uses social cues such as pointing and gazing to indicate what the user intends 

to do next (Dillman 2004, Breazeal et al 2005, Calinon and Billard 2006). Imitation 
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Over the past twenty years, the advancement of service robot technology has been 

quite amazing. Depending on the particular form of their work they need to 

autonomously co-work with humans in a sensible and adaptable manner. That means 

that they must be able to recognise their user's intentions and preferences. However, 



serves as social cues of the user interest on the object. Then the robot is able to imitate 

the gesture when the user intention is the same. However, this approach only allows 

the robot to learn the user intention passively and the robot cannot pick up the 

intention when the command is subtly different. Reinforcement learning was 

proposed by Tapus and Mataric (2007) for medical care robots. An award function is 

employed in the reinforcement learning. The robot will be rewarded when the optimal 

intention is reached. The aim of this approach is to develop a robotic system capable 

of adapting its behaviours according to the user 's personality, preference and profile 

in order to provide an engaging and motivating customised protocol. 

A new approach is proposed by Li et al (2008) named Active Robot Learning (ARL). 

This method does not rely on social cues and explicitly defined award functions. The 

robot can choose what to learn by itself. In ARL, test actions are obtained by the 

analysis of user intention from their responses. Test actions should represent 

mappings from the 

same task can be conveyed by different commands, robots can perform lots of similar 

tasks; the number of test actions for all tasks can be huge while the test actions for the 

user intentions to his responses with respect to the actions. These 

actions need to be classified and organised in a hierarchical structure. Because the 

similar tasks can be the same. 

For this reason, robots have been gradually endowed cognitive capabilities (S . Lang et 

al 2003) such as social learning, intention recognition, and emotion etc. Natural 

Language Understanding (NLU), one cognitive capability, plays a crucial role in 

Human-Robot Interactions (HRI). Research in NLU has been carried out to solve 

problems such as speech segmentation, speech synthesis, text segmentation, automatic 
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text generation, Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), syntactic ambiguity, and 

imperfect and irregular input handling. The achievements in Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) research have been applied to Natural Language Interfaces (NLI) 

on restricted domains such as robots for elderly and disabled people, vacuum cleaning 

action. However, users possibly use different verbs to represent an action so that the 

robot may not be able to take the appropriate action if a single verb is used by the 

robot to represent an action. Thus, the robot needs to recognise the group of verbs that 

represent an action. The group of verbs that represent an action can be viewed as a 

class of synonyms in natural language. Therefore, an automatic mechanism of 

clustering verbs is required by robots . 

1 .2 Aim and objectives 

is used to classify user commands into task categories. 

The objectives are: 

service robots and mobile service robots (Roy et al 2000, Iba et al 1 999, Mandel et al 

2005). These studies have contributed to the development of robot abilities to use 

natural language. However, these studies also limit use to a single verb to represent an 

This study aims at the development of a Test Action Bank (TAB) for ARL, including 

establishing a pre-processing parser based on corpus and verb clustering model which 

□ To review literature on previous work in this area. 

□ To establish a robot corpus for analysing the user command. 

D To develop a parser to process the corpus into a single collocation of verbs and 

nouns . 
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D To identify and define the features of typical tasks; part of the taught tasks will be 

classified into categories and organised in a hierarchical structure to support task 

classification. 

1 .3 Methodology and assumptions of this study 

A literature review is conducted to understand previous work. Although experiments 

can give dissect result, the experiment takes much more time and it has different 

performance on different environments . The literature review support the 

development of the robot, Human Robot Interaction and Hidden Markov Model 

algorithm of Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagger which is used for assigning a word into an 

appropriate word category such as noun, verb, adj ective etc . , according to the context 

of the word. Inspired by the review an integrated verb cluster is proposed and this 
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D To define feature verbs in order to represent a scenario of tasks. 

D To calculate the similarity of each verb using a statistical approach. 

D To develop an integrated verb cluster using relevant nouns. 

D To give a visualised example for the verb classifier. 

study is therefore established on solid ground. 

A comparative analysis is used to find strengths and weaknesses in various studies. In 

this study, other algorithms such as Unigram are compared with the Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM), and HMM are proved a better solution to PoS tagging. 

Multilevel modelling is applied to demonstrate previous work on syntax parsing and 

word clustering. It is also used to model the verb clustering procedure in this study. 



Observational studies are applied to collect statistics in order to generate membership 

functions of words . 

Case studies are applied to verb clustering. Several scenarios have been created in 

order to enable service robots to precisely understand a specific task in a restricted 

domain. 

A machine-readable model is a representation of data and information that can be read 

naturally by computer. It is often encoded as marked up text. Moreover its 

computational model is mathematically based. Therefore quantitative analysis is 

employed to create a mathematical model in order to make the computer understand 

such as the experiment on Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) and Weighted Jaccord 

(WJ) . 

test actions can be chosen accordingly. 

The service robot in this study is assumed for servicing at home. Therefore four 

issues. 
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This study focuses on the development of TAB and how to choose suitable test 

actions according to user commands and different tasks by using a statistical approach. 

It assumes the service robot has the ability to receive and convert user commands into 

a text format, and hence tasks described by the text commands can be classified and 

typical taught tasks are discussed, as these are sufficient for explaining how the TAB 

works. Other untaught tasks will not be considered due to safety and other social 



For the sake of developing HRI, all the commands are for the robot. These commands 

are supposed to be simple utterances; sentences which have a complex structure or 

subordinate clauses are not in the scope of this research. 

In the command corpus, some verbal phrases are used to present actions as well. 

However, these verbal phrases do not have fixed fonnat and meaning; they will not be 

analysed as simple verbs. 

1.4 Structure of this thesis 

This thesis is divided into six chapters . This chapter, Chapter 1 gives an introduction 

to the research and thesis . Chapter 2 describes the main research areas in service robot; 

and HRI and NLP which give knowledge and an outline of the whole architecture. 

Chapter 3 establishes a parser for pre-processing on the corpus with some 

assumptions. In Chapter 4, an integrated verb clustering model is proposed. The 

integrated model consists of three components which include: the Pointwise Mutual 

Information (PMI) for measuring semantic-relatedness, the Weighted Jaccard 

similarity metric and a K-medoid algorithm. Chapter 5 gives an experiment to verify 

the whole cluster with an analysis of the results. Chapter 6 draws conclusions and 

discusses further work. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Interaction between humans and robots plays an essential role for controlling robots. 

In order to enable robots to cooperate with humans effectively, robots need to 

understand user intentions . However, most of the time, the commands which are used 

to describe human intentions are not specific. This chapter introduces related work on 

service robots, principles of Human-Robot Interaction, and some approaches which 

are used for handling the issue of clustering. 

2.1 Service robotics 

2 . 1 . 1 Historical notes of robots 

money by replacing people. 
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The word "robot" was coined by Czech playwright Karel Capek' s ( 1 a890- 1 93 8) 

brother and its meaning is forced labour or serf. A robot is defined as "a mechanism 

which moves and reacts to its environment" (Blackmore, B .S .  et al 2004). The first 

robot was invented in 1 965, and named "Unimate". It was installed at a General 

Motors, plant to work with heated die casting machines. It worked reliably and saved 

Over past the twenty years robots have become much more important in many areas. 

The two commonest areas of application are military robot and civil robot. A military 

robot is a humanoid robot with a function of the automatic machine. Just like 

"BigDog" a military robot, it will be able to serve as a robotic pack mule to 



accompany soldiers in terrain too rough for conventional vehicles. Such robots are 

used to complete difficult tasks in battles. These tasks have high risks and need a 

precise solution, such as unmanned reconnaissance aircraft and bomb disposal .  

Civil robots are divided into five types : industrial, entertainment, humanoid, 

agricultural and service robots . An industrial robot is reprogrammable, multi

functional, and has multi-degrees of freedom. It can be controlled automatically and is 

able to transport materials. In addition, it is a part of manipulation tool to complete 

various operations. An entertainment robot can be like human beings, animals, fantasy 

beings ,  or science fiction characters and so on. It can walk or complete actions, and 

has language skills .  A humanoid robot not only looks like a human being, but also has 

human-like functionality, or even has the ability of think as an intelligent robot. An 

agricultural robot is used for agricultural production, a new development on multi

functional and efficient agricultural machinery. A service robot can be used for a wide 

range of applications, mainly engaging in maintenance, repair, transportation, 

cleaning, security, rescue, care, etc. 

Robotics helps make products of high quality and low cost in the manufacturing 

industries. Although it may cause loss of unskilled j obs, it creates new jobs for skilled 

people in software and sensor development. These machines will have to be 

maintained and people will have to be trained to operate and maintain them. People 

could lose unskilled monotonous jobs for which could be replaced by robots and be 

trained for new skilled creative jobs which robots are not competent. Consequently, 

the overall loss may not be that serious . 
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2 . 1 .2 Service robots 

According to the IFR (International Federation of Robotics), a service robot is a robot 

which operates semi- or fully autonomously to perform services useful to the 

wellbeing of humans and equipment, excluding manufacturing operations 

(http ://www.ifr.org/) . Service robots can be divided into home or personal service 

robots, education robots, medical robots, rescue robots and healthcare and 

rehabilitation robots. They provide people with a life of ease, and complete difficult 

tasks for humans. 

The advancement of service robot technology is quite amazing. A few years ago there 

were only a few car factories using robots for assembly or process work such as 

welding and spray painting . Resently, Gabor et al (2009) designed one service robot 

platform in the vertical direction. This platform, which consists of mechanical, 

navigational and control subsystems, ensures higher payload capability than aerial 

robots and is less environment invasive than industrial gantry robots. Mo Haijun and 

Huang Ping (2009) point out that grasping and manipulation are the key functions of 

service robots to help people with their household tasks. It can provide service robot 
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knowledge about the object in a household. Kozima et al (200 1 )  proposed a model of 

social activities aiming at making robots acquire communicative behaviour through 

interactions with the social environment, especially with human caregivers. He found 

that people with autism have difficulties in social interactions, verbal communications, 

and maintaining a diversity of behaviour. In July 2010, European scientists developed 

an intelligent robot cleaner to collect the rubbish automatically as the user' s wishes. 

This robot was controlled by a triple intelligent controller, with obstacle avoidance; a 

http://www.ifLorg


data processing system to determine the street line; and a manual control centre to 

prevent accidents. 

Figure 2 . 1 Automatic cleaning robot 

As shown in Figure 2. 1 ,  service robots play an important role in everyday life. They 

can also cook or fetch meals for the elderly, clean their rooms and toilets, and even 

handle tasks such as bathing, dressing or supporting walk, sitting down or standing up. 

This study is based on the cooperation between robots and elderly or children. So the 

problem has to be addressed of how to make robots understand user intentions when 

commands are fuzzy or not specific. 
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2.2 Robot learning 

2.2 . 1 What is robot learning? 

Robot learning is a subset of machine learning and robotics. Usually, "robot learning" 

refers to learning to perform tasks such as obstacle avoidance, control and various 

other motion-related tasks . Briefly speaking, robot learning is the core of service 

robots , because service robots which are supposed to assist humans in their daily life 

must be adaptable and flexible. As a result, robots should know "what to do" and 

"how to do" from the process of learning. 

2.2.2 Classification of robot learning 

Robot learning can be divided into learning by imitation and learning by conversation. 

Imitation uses social cues like pointing and gazing to indicate what the user intended 

to do next (Dillmann 2004, Breazeal et al 2005). The user first taught a robot by 

demonstrating gestures, for example, pointing to and gazing at an obj ect, to the robot. 

These gestures serve as social cues of his interest in the obj ect. Then the robot 

imitates the gestures for the user' s approval. This imitation process enables the robot 

to recognise the user intention when it captures the same gestures. 

In imitation learning, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with full covariance matrix is 

used to extract the characteristics of different gestures which are used later to 

recognise gestures from the user. The characteristic of a gesture is expressed by

transition across the state of the HMM. Using such a model requires the estimation of 
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a large set of parameters. An Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm is used to 

estimate the HMM parameters. The estimation starts from initial estimates and 

converges to a local maximum of a likelihood function. It first performs a rough 

clustering. Next, EM is carried out to estimate a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). 

Finally, the transitions across the states are encoded in a HMM created with the GMM 

state distribution. 

Another method of learning by conversation is to let robots understand directly the 

user intention. Hassch et al (2004) developed the Bielefeld Robot Companion 

(BIRON) which accompanies a human. It consists of cameras, microphones, laser 

range finder, speech recognition system and other components . This robot is able to 

understand its user intention through oral instructions and observation of the user's 

gaze. 

The recognition of distant speech with two microphones is  achieved by reconstructing 

a single channel representation of the speech originating from a known location on the 

basis of the different channels recorded by the microphones (Leese 2002) . 

conversations between a user and the robot. For instance, large pauses and incomplete 

utterances can occur in such task oriented and embodied communications. However, 

missing information in an utterance can often be acquired from the scene. Such as the 

utterance "take it with you" and pointing at one book implies to the meaning ''take 

this book with you". 

The speech understanding components handle spontaneous speech phenomena in 
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2.2. 3 Active robot learning 

Active Robot Leaming (ARL) was proposed by Li et al (2008) .  The overall structure 

of ARL system is shown in Figure 2.2. 

Tes:t A.clion 
Bank AB) 

Intention 
:!i.fodel 

Inference 
Engine 

!vloment 
Determ.i.natiou 

Intention 
Id-e:o.tifireation 

_.,. Action 

Perc,eption 

Figure 2.2 Structure of ARL system 

intention and preference, and an intention model which represents intentions. ARL 

differs from active machine learning (AML) because ARL requires a robot to carry 

out experiments to generate data (evidence), whilst AML only searches for and 

evaluates available data. 

Test actions are those which can be taken to test users. They are associated with 

conditions and stored in the action bank. Each test action stored in the action bank has 

a name and content which can tell robot how to do. The conditions express reasons for 

performing the actions and are represented as propositions. For example, if a robot 

hands over a glass of water to its user, it would need to check whether the user intends 
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The system consists of an action bank which stores actions that can be taken to test its 

users, an inference engine which reasons about what actions can be taken for a 

specific purpose, a moment determination mechanism to decide the moment of test, 

an intention identification mechanism to interpret user responses and to identify 



and is ready to take over the glass. One of the test actions for testing the user in this 

case is  to slightly loosen the glass and the condition associated is to confirm the user 

intention of taking over the glass. The actions and the associated conditions can be 

designed by robot designers before the robots are deployed. 

This study focuses on the Test Action Bank (TAB) which stores test actions 

responsible for teaching tasks and can be organized in a hierarchical structure to 

support task classification. 

2.3 Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) 

2.3 . 1 What i s  Human-Robot Interaction? 

Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is the study of interaction between humans and 

robots. As a user needs to make robots know and understand the intention from his 

command, the robot must have the ability to communicate with humans to some 

extent. The interaction oriented robots are designed to communicate with humans and 

will be able to participate in human society. Especially for social service robots, the 

robot can be used in hospitals for health care, rehabilitation, and therapy or in family

to help feed the elderly or children, and so forth. Fong (2003) pointed out that the core 

to the success  of social service robots would be close and effective interactions 

between humans and robots. Thus, although it is important to continue 

the human-robot 

enhancing

autonomous capabilities, we must not neglect improving

relationship. 
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2. 3 .2 Historical notes on HRI 

HRI involves human-computer interaction, artificial intelligence, robotics, natural 

language processing and social sciences. It is well known that humans are very good 

at mutual control of their interactions. Calinon and Billard (2006) used an imitation 

game with motion sensors to teach a humanoid robot to recognise communication 

gestures .  Oliver et al (2005) proposed a method which keeps users in the loop and 

allows the systematic reduction of uncertainty inherent in implicit cooperation. They 

gave the architecture of robot control as shown in Figure 2.3 . 

Figure 2.3 Robot control architecture 

This model includes an Intention Recognition module, which can figure out the 

human intention when the user cannot do this perfectly. It allows the recognition and 

the planning of corresponding robot actions. 
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2.4 Natural Language Processing 

2 .4. l Historical notes on Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the study of computer science and linguistics 

concerned with the interactions between computers and human language.  Natural 

Language Understanding (NLU) is a subtopic of NLP in artificial intelligence and it 

plays a crucial role in Human-Robot Interactions (HRJ). Research in NLU has been 

carried out to solve problems such as speech segmentation, speech synthesis, text 

segmentation, automatic text generation, word sense disambiguation (WSD), syntactic 

ambiguity, and imperfect and irregular input handling. With the emerging of artificial 

intelligence, researchers have realised that robots have to acquire the ability to 

understand the command and know how to react to the command when the meaning is 

not explicit. Therefore, this study contributes to the development of robot abilities to 

use natural language. 

2.4 .2 What are the specifics of NLP? 

2.4 .2 . 1 Verb feature vector 
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The verb is the crucial point of a sentence, which describes an action, an event, or a 

state (Holmes et al 1 989). It is an essential part in the communication between 

humans and robots . Verbs are used to describe actions (She threw the stone), activities 

(She walked along the river) and states (I have $50) . A regular English verb has the 

following morphological forms: 



• The root or base form: walk 

• The third singular present tense: walks 

• The gerund and present participle :  walking 

• The past tense form and past/passive participle: walked 

Usually, a simple feature vector is composed of numeric or nominal values. The 

collocation feature is one of the most popular used features. A general collocation 

root) serve as features. The value of the feature is the number of times the word 

occurs in a region surrounding the target word. This region is often defined as a fixed 

size window with the target word at the centre. 

In terms of human experience in the use of language, some verbs have different 

meaning; however, they can have the same meaning when they collocate with some 

relevant nouns (Guo 2009). Sun and Korhonen (20 1 0) used a set of supervised 

classifiers to evaluate English verb features and yielded a reasonable result. 
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refers to a quantifiable position-specific relationship between two lexical items. 

Collocation features encode information about the lexical inhabitants of specific 

positions which are located to the left and right of the target word. Typical items in 

this category include the word, root of the word, and part-of-speech for the word (PoS ,  

e .g .  noun, verb, adverb, and adj ective) (Jurafsky and Martin 2000). This type of  

feature is effective at encoding local lexical and grammatical information that can 

often accurately isolate a given sense. In this study, the words themselves ( or their 



2.4.2 .2 Part of Speech tagging 

Part of Speech (PoS) tagging is a process of marking up words in a text (corpus) using 

algorithms which describe discrete terms. A simplified form of PoS tagging is 

commonly taught to school-age children, in the identification of words as nouns, 

verbs, adj ectives, adverbs, etc. 

Lafferty et al ( 1 99 1 )  developed a formal grammatical system called a link grammar, 

which is a syntactic parser of English. It can be used to annotate words in one 

sentence. When a word is  connected, this link is associated with one of the connectors 

of the formula of that word and no other links may satisfy the same connector. 

Abney ( 1 997) summarized some methods of tagging including HMM Taggers, which 

is based on a Hidden Markov Model . He said that the strongest advantage is the 

accuracy of this parser and it can be trained on an unannotated corpus. The error rates 

reported in the literature range from about 1% to 5%. The most important thing is this 

parser could give us a tagged corpus for analysis. 

2 .4.2.3 Using statistics in lexical analysis 

and y belonging to discrete random variables quantifies the discrepancy between the 

probability of their coincidence. Tumey (200 1 )  applied PMI to measure the semantic 

similarity between two words in order to explore synonyms to a word. However, there 
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Point Mutual Information (PMI), which is given in Equation 2. 1 ,  was first applied to 

measure the semantic association between two words by Church et al ( 1 989) and x 



are some debates that PMI is inappropriate to exploit the differences between 

synonyms since date is sparse. Some previous studies also discussed the sparse data 

problem and its reduction in measuring selectional preference by using PMI. 

' log P(x, y) /(x- y)o=o Equation 2 . 12 P(x)P(y)

Tumey introduced a simple unsupervised learning algorithm for recogmsmg 

synonyms based on the mutual information. He evaluated the performance of this 

method using 80 synonym test questions from the Test of English as a Foreign

Language (TOEFL) and 50 synonym test questions from a collection of tests for 

students of English as a Second Language (ESL) . The combined information obtains a 

score of 73 .75% on the 80 TOEFL questions (59/80) and 74% on the 50 ESL 

questions (37/50) . By comparison, the average score on the 80 TOEFL questions, for 

a large sample of applicants to US colleges from non-English speaking countries, was 

64.5% (5o1 .6/80). He notes, " . . .  we have been told that the average score is adequate 

for admission to many universities ." 

Read (2004) presented a project which attempted to classify the emotions (affect) 

representing in a sentence in written language. He used Mutual Information based on 

a small corpus of 759 sentences from the domain of fiction. But these tests showed an 

accuracy of 3 2.78% which was below a baseline informed by prior knowledge of the 

distribution of classifications . He noted that the algorithm could perhaps inform a 

larger-scale process which includes consideration of other measures related to 

sentiment and affect. 
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2 .4.2 .4 Corpus 

texts or recorded speech. 

Mitchel et al ( 1 993) constructed a large corpus : The Penn Treebank, a corpus

consisting of 4 .5  million words of American English. They used Part-of-Speech to 

annotate the corpus and this corpus has a wide range of Tree bank users. 

2 .4 .2 .5 Word clustering 

Li and Abe (1 998) proposed an algorithm based on the Minimum Description Length 

(MDL) in order to improve the efficiency of the method which was obtained by Brill 

and Resnik (1 994) . This algorithm is a variety of Mutual Information (MI) and called 

"2D-Clustering". The characteristic of this algorithm is that it can iteratively select a 

suboptimal MDL model from those hard clustering models which can be acquired

from the current model by merging a noun (or verb) class pair. They used this 

algorithm to make progress  on a state-of-the-art disambiguation method; 

disambiguation accuracy had been increased by 2 .8% (from 82.4% to 85 .2%). 
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A corpus, simply defined, is a large body of text. Increasingly the term "corpus" is 

used to refer to the machine readable variety. Machine-readable corpora have a 

number of advantages over other forms of storage and can be adapted in many ways . 

Firstly, and the most importantly, machine-readable corpora may be searched and 

manipulated without other formats. Secondly, it can be swiftly and easily enriched 

with additional information (McEnery and Wilson 1 993). McEnery also defined a 

corpus as a large body of text existing in machine-readable form stated as written 



Bellegarda et al (1 996) described a word clustering based on the latent semantic 

analysis paradigm (Wiemer-Hastings 1999) .  He created two paradigms which can 

complement each other with named global value (the weight of one word in total 

corpus) and local value (the weight of one word in each sample text). The weight 

means the importance of the word in the corpus. K-means and Bottom-up have been 

employed in the first rough clustering and final clustering. 

Matsuo et al (2006) proposed a clustering approach which uses a web search engine. 

The experimental result shows the algorithm Chi-square has a better performance than 

MI when calculating the probability between two verbs. The reason is that MI is not 

the primary method to me asure similarity between two verbs. MI is usually used for 

calculating the probability between Target words and Context words such as verbs 

and nouns. 

Cao et al (2009) proposed how to define a verb feature vector using relevant nouns 

and presented the development of a task classifier based on the verb feature vector. 

Cosine similarity has been employed in his paper as follows: 

A • Bsimilarity.= cos ine(0) 
Lxi * Yi 
i=l

BII 
= 

--;==n ====n = 

Ix/.* LY/
i=l i=l 

Equation 2.2 
= I IAII * IJ 

Two vectors of attributes are given, A= {x 1 ,  x2 ... Xn } and B= {Y i ,  Y2 · · ·  Yn} , 0, which is 

represented by a dot product. The result of cosine (0) is in the range of [- 1 ,  1 ] .  A value 

of - 1  means that the meanings A and B are exactly opposite, 0 means the meanings 
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are independent, and 1 means the meanings are exactly the same. Values in between 

indicate intermediate similarities or dissimilarities. 

Comm and 

Task Category 

Figure 2 .4 Schematic diagram of the task classifier 

Cao also depicted a schematic diagram of the TAB using cosine similarity. When the 

classifier receives a command, it will identify a useful verb and use its feature vector 

to represent this command, then compare this vector with the typical task categories ' 

feature vectors and calculate the distance between them. A classification wil l  be made 

according to the available categories. Using this method, a command with a 

meaningful verb can be successfully classified. However, the disadvantage of this 

method i s  that the test sentences are given by the tester stochastically. Therefore, the 

result is affected by the practice of using sentences, not by the corpus . Furthermore 

this method handles large amounts of word clustering with difficulty. 
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2.5 Summary 

This chapter presents an overview of HRI, especially for service robots. Section 2. 1 

introduced the concept and general situation of service robots . Sections 2 .2 and 2.3 

stated the history and development respectively in robot learning and Human-Robot 

Interaction. During the process of interaction, people realise it is necessary to find out 

a method in order to make service robots understand humans. Natural Language 

Processing (NLP), introduced in Section 2.4, has great potential to resolve this 

problem. It is used to analyse the user command by corpus and classifies them into 

different categories. The conclusion is that service robots can understand humans with 

these reasonable categories. In this study, tasks are classified through different verbs. 
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CHAPTER 3. PRE-PROCESSING ON CORPUS 

The verb is the crucial point of a sentence, which describes an action, an event, or a 

state . Therefore the analysis of verbs will help robots to understand hum.an command. 

used as input to another program. In this chapter, the reason for pre-processing on 

corpus is discussed. An integrated model of a parser is built based on a few 

assumptions to process the original corpus. The pre-processing on the corpus is 

phased over several steps. In order to classify verbs, the corpus will be tagged, 

separated and cleaned. Finally, the corpus will be sorted out as format. The 

architecture of the pre-processing model will be given in this chapter as well . 

3.1 Data acquisition 

The experimental result depends on the selection of the dataset, it will be better if the 

source of the dataset is appropriate. In this part, the condition of the source dataset 

will be analysed by using psychology. In addition the requirement of the dataset and 

the implementation of programming will be introduced. 

3 . 1 . 1  Cognitive ability 

The cognitive abi lity of robots has been discussed for several years. Cognition means 

knowing, therefore, cognitive process refers to all those ways in which knowledge of 

the world is attained, retained and used, including attention, memory, perception, 
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The clustering which will be applied in the following chapter is based on a corpus. 

Pre-processing is a progran1 that processes its input data to produce output which is 



language, thinking, problem solving, reasoning and concept formation. Where robots 

are concerned, cognitive ability is presented as social learning, intention recognition 

and memory. Robot learning can be categorized as learning by intimation and 

learning by conversation. Hence, in order to figure out the meaning of human 

intentions, the command becomes the obj ect of analysis. Therefore learning by 

conversation cannot be developed without human commands. On the other hand, 

command is fundamental to conversation. 

3 .1.2 Corpus acquisition 

Roughly speaking, this pre-processing parser is mainly applied to processing the 

corpus. Supposing that the final target is a verb cluster then the corpus selected needs 

to have plenty of verbs and nouns. Moreover, service robots can hardly make a 

complex response under the human commands and complex action corresponds to 
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As command plays an important role in robot learning, most user intentions are 

conveyed by command. In one user command the verb is used to represent an action 

or a type of action. However, users may use different verbs to represent an action so 

that robots may not be able to take the appropriate action if they use only one verb to 

represent an action. Thus robots need to recognise the group of verbs that represent an 

action. The group of verbs that represents an action can be viewed as a class of 

synonyms in a natural language. As a result, clustering on the verbs is a crucial part of 

robot learning, especially in intention recognition. 

complex verbs. To be brief, during the service robot working it usually uses simple 

verbs such as "bring", "take", "put" et al to talk with users. Therefore the corpus does 
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not need to have verbs with complex meanmg such as "abdicate", "decorate", 

"circumvolve" and simple action verbs will be expected in this corpus such as "move", 

"take", "give". Thus, only one part of the Manchester Text Corpora (MTC) is 

employed in the following research. 

The Manchester Text Corpora is a child language development corpus. It includes 

Standard English from different parts of the UK, such as Belfast, Bim1inghan1, and 

Bolton in Lancashire. These small size corpuses contain a lot of daily conversations 

between children with their parents . From these conversations, plenty of common 

verbs can be extracted. Moreover, each sentence is just like the user command which 

can use to interact with robots. All of these corpuses are combined into a large corpus 

which is  the original corpus in my research. However, these corpuses have already 

been tagged in an unknown way; these tags cannot be used in this study. Above all, 

these tags have to be deleted. Here are the two samples: 

@Si tuat i on :  ➔Re c or di ng 1 Ini t i al vi s i  l .  · ·  The · fam i ly· pet i s  the do g, • ·  Ki lty. +J 

pr l m e  adv: l o c l ther e v l come adv: l o c l on prep l t i ll pro l I · v l s e e  proel you 

*INV : -• come  on now you c sn  s i  l up her e b e s i ede m e  ther e (. ) come  on· t ill ·  I+J 

➔ s e e  you . <1-
1 

Toor : e-· v l ec om e  advel on advelnow proel y o,r auxelec an  v i s i t  adv : l o c  !up a dv:elocel h ere 

prep lksi  de "-' 

'.et-

%f. ·a :  -- l l 6 ICJCT 2 l l l JCT 3 l l l JCT 4 l 6 ISUBJ 5 l o l AUX 6 I D I ROOT r l oel JCT 8 lr l POBJ<i-' 

9 1 6 I JCT 1 0 1 9 I POBJ 1 1  I 1 2  I JCT 1 2 1 9  I POBJ 1 3 I 1 2  I JCT 14 1 1 2  I JCT 1 5  I 1 5  I SUBJ<r' 

- 16 1 1 4 I POBJe1 7 1 1 6 I OBJ 1 8 1 6  I PUNCT+J 

*MOT : -� all thes e  l oys snd· everythi ng ! .,_, 

To or :  - qn J all det I the s e  n I t oy-PL c onje: c o o  I and pr o :  indef I everythi ng h-' 

%gr a :  - 1 1 3  JQUANT 2 1 3 I DET 3 14 I COORD 4 1 0 I RDOT 5 1 4 I COORD 5 1 4 I PUNCT-+-' 

*IUl/ : - snd l o ok al all the s e  vi deo s  (. ) too  (. ) · whos e  sr e  all the s e  ?..-' 

%!nor : . ...., c onj : c o o  I :and ·· v I l o ok pr ep I al · qn I all · de l I the s e  n l vi de o-PL· adv :  int I tooe· 

de l :  wh l who s e+-1 

➔ v: c op l b e&PRES qn I all det I the s e  ?+J 

Figure 3 . 1  Original corpus with tag in MTC 
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*INV: ➔ c om e on now you can s i t up here b e s i  de · m e ·  there  (. ) c om e  on t i ll T  s e e  you . 

@End ➔ 

*MOT : -+ all the s e  t oys and everything ! +'  

*MOT : ➔ though she' s no t ke en· on vi de o s ·  ( .  ) l must say- . f-1 

*lilOT : ➔ no (. ) T o t s  tv (. ) Ro s i e and Ji m and· Snow · Whi t e  (. ) that' s i t  . +-1 

*MOT : ➔ I mus t  s ay Snow 'I/hi t e  xx xx o ff by he art (. ) I' ve s e en i t · that+' 

*MOT : - I' ve s e en i t  b e i ng on thre e  t i m e s  in · the one · day xx xx · (. ) whi ch+-1 

*MOT : - cri sp i e s  (. ) lovely ! +-1 

*MOT : ··♦ w i ll I op en them for · you ?+' 

*fnOT : - Barbar a 1 i ke s everything . t-1 

Figure 3.2 Original corpus without tag in MTC 

3.2 Implementation 

"Perl" is employed to develop the script . Perl is a highly capable, feature-rich 

programming language with over 22 years of development. It was originally 

developed by Larry Wall in 1 987 as a general-purpose UNIX scripting language to 

make processing easier. Perl borrows features from other programming languages 

including C, shell scripting and A WK. This language provides powerful text 

processing facilities without the arbitrary data length limits of many contemporary 

UNIX tools and its major features are easy to use. This language parser fits the 

processing of the simulation for the proposed research (www.perl .org). 

Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CP AN) is an archive of over 20000 modules 

of software written in Perl . These documents contain dozens of common functions. 

Normally, large Perl programs often make use of lots of modules and CPAN can save 

programmers weeks of time. Packages which are employed in the following script 

come from CP AN. 
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3.3 Process of pre-processing 

3.3.1 Architecture of the pre-processing 

calculate the similarity of verbs. However, the original text corpus contains much 

punctuation, words, and the abbreviation of words; these might affect the precision 

rate in the following experiment. Thus, pre-processing is necessary to be executed. 

Original test corpus input El iminate the 
Parts of speech tagger 

abbreviation 

Remove independent 
Combination of verbs and Delete the tag and 

context which has been 
nouns in each sentence recover verb prototype 

tagged 

Figure 3.3 Architecture of the pre-processing 

Trying to obtain a formal corpus, the pre-processing in the corpus can be divided into 

six steps shown in the Figure 3 .3. Firstly, the input data is the original corpus which 

contains many utterances in oral English. Secondly, clean abbreviations and 

contractions in order to tag the corpus, then use Part of Speech to tag the corpus. The 
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As mentioned previously, the function of verbs is to present an action and the other 

things too. Classifying verbs is a crucial approach to figuring out the intention of 

users through the command. In this study, therefore, verbs, nouns and collocations 

between them need to be picked up from the corpus. These elements are used to 
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next step is to remove the independent context which has been tagged. The final two 

steps are recovering the corpus and finding out the collocation of verbs and nouns. 

3 .3 .2 Text cleaning 

3 .3 .2 . 1 Corpus input 

A corpus is defined as a large and structured set of texts and it is used to undertake 

statistical analysis, check occurrences of words or validate linguistic rules. The input 

data to the pre-processing could be any stochastic text. However, the task classifier is 

to analyse the correlation of verbs with nouns. The frequency of the common verbs 

and the size of the corpus should be considered in order to get the result effectively 

and accurately. An original corpus is waiting for the pre-processing and after it passes 

through the parser a new formal corpus will be acquired. This formal corpus will have 

separate statistical elements which can be employed in the verb cluster. 

3 . 3 .2 .2 Eliminate the abbreviations and contractions 

process .  

Abbreviation and contraction are common features of written English. This writing 

style depends on human habits and makes oral English rapid. However, abbreviations 

and contractions which are convenient in speech can be the obstacle in the process of 

tagging. Hence abbreviations and contractions need to be eliminated during the 



An abbreviation is a shortened form of a word or phrase . It consists of a letter or 

group of letters taken from the word or phrase and it could present the complete 

meaning of the original word or phrase. For example, the word "Professor" is 

represented by the abbreviation "Prof'. In addition a contraction is an infom1al 

writing type as well. It occurs frequently in speech and writing, in which a syllable is 

substituted by an apostrophe or other mode of elision, such as, "can not" contracted to 

"can't" or "I will" contracted to "I' ll". Abbreviation and contraction share some 

similar features in semantics and phonetics. However, they cannot be confused with 

each other. In this study, abbreviations and contractions need to be restores to the 

prototype as follows : 

Table 3 . 1  Prototype of abbreviation and contraction 

Short form 

Prof. 

Dr. 

I ' ll 

You'd 

I 'm 

Let' s 

You're 

He' s 

Category 

Abbreviation 

Abbreviation 

Contractions 

Contractions 

Contractions 

Contractions 

Contractions 

Contractions 

Result 

Professor 

Doctor 

I will 

You had 

l am 

Let us 

You are 

He is /has 
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3 . 3 .3 PoS tagging 

3 . 3 . 3 . 1  Parts of Speech 

Parts of Speech (PoS) are shallow syntactic categories of words, for example: noun, 

verb, etc . (Robins, 1 989) .  Parts of Speech represent information about how words are 

used in a sentence ,  for example which types of word are modifiers, which types of 

word perform mainly functional roles, and which types of words are the central 

content bearers in a sentence. There are different categorisations of arts PoS, the most 

well-known of which is the Penn Treebank (Marcus, Santorini & Marcinkiewicz, 

1 993), which has 3 6  main PoS tags. These words have been divided into 9 sets shown 

in Table 3 .2 .  PoS features can be useful in the analysis of the corpus because they 

often reflect the characteristics of writing. For instance, they have been used 

extensively to classify documents by author or genre (Santini, 2007). The motivation 

for using PoS as classification feature here is that they can indicate the categories of 

words to some extent. By analysing these kinds of tags on words, each set of words 

can be classified. In this study the PoS parser has two functions. On one hand it will 

be deleted when its tag is not noun or verb ; on the other hand the number of 

occurrences of words will be obtained by counting the tags. 

Table 3 .2 Tags of PoS 

PoS Labels Feature Set 

nn,nnp,nns,nnps # of nouns 
vb,vbd,vbg,vbn,vbp,vbz,mb # of verbs 
in # .. of prepositions 
rb,rbr,rbs # of adverbs 
det # of determiner · 
prp,prps # of pronouns 

# of adjectives jj,jjr,jjs 
cc # of conjunction 

# of punctuation pp,pps 
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3 . 3 . 3 .2 PoS tagging by Hidden Markov Model 

Hidden Markov Model taggers work well when there is a large tagged training set and 

could even tag a text from a specialized domain or text in a foreign language to which 

training corpora do not exist at all . 

First of all a Markov model is a stochastic model that assumes the Markov property. It 

is a recursive process. According to the definition of conditional probability: 

P (A I B) = P (AB) / P (B) P (A I B) = P (AB)a/ P (B) Equation 3 . 1  

So :  

P (AB) = P (A I B) * P (B) Equation 3 .2 

Hence : 

P(w 1 ,W2, . . .wn) 

= P (wi , W2 , . . . wn -1 )  * P (wn l W1W2 . . . Wn-1 ) Pa(wi ,aW2 , - - · wn ) 

= P (wi , W2 , - - · wn-1 ) * P (wn l w,w2 . . .  Wn -1 ) Equation 3 .3 

A sequence of events probability of occurrence can be unfolded by the following 

multiplication: 

P (wi , w2 . . . wn ) = P (w, )  P (w2 l w, ) P (w3 law1wi )  . . . P ( wn l w1 w2 . . a. wn-1 ) 

Equation 3 .4 
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Suppose the number of appearances of any one event wi is concerned only with the 

previous probability Wi- 1 • Then the multiplication formula becomes the following 

formula: 

This model is simple, but very useful indeed. For example, when it comes to tagging 

sentences by using a Markov chain and the constitution of each word in this sentence 

is just related to the last word, it is a Markov chain. This issue becomes to find w 1 , 

w2, . . .  Wn which can obtain Max(P(w1 ,  w2, . . .  wn)). 

Here is the Markov model in Figure 3 .4 .  For example, there are three weather 

conditions: sunny, cloudy and rainy. We are not sure of the weather condition the next 

moment, however, we can generate a pattern to draw the weather of tomorrow. We 

can simply assume that current weather is only concerned with the weather before. 

This is called the Markov assumption. Although this is a rough estimate and will lose 

some information, this approach is suitable for analysis. 

The current state of the Markov process is only related to the former n state which is 

called theen order Markov. The simplest model is when n= l ,  first order mode. 

For a state of first order M, there are M*M state transitions. Each state has a certain 

probability and all the transition probabilities can be presented in one matrix. The 

assumption is :  this transfer matrix is constant. 
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Today 

sunny 
[cloudy 0.250 

rainy 

sunny cloudy rainy 
0.500 0 .375 0 . 1 25o

Yesterday 
0 . 1 25 0 .625 ]

0.250 0 .375 0.375 

Figure 3 .4 Matrix of transfer probability 

This matrix reads: If yesterday is fine, today the probability of sunny, cloudy, and 

rainy is 0 . 5 ,  0 .375 ,  and 0 . 1 25 .  The sum of the probability of each row and line is 1 .  

0 .  50 Sunny 

0.o375 

0.o375 
\ 

0. 375 

0. 375 
0. 1 25 

Figure 3 . 5  Markov Model 

A Hidden Markov Chain is more complicated and the basic question is: There are two 

sequences, one sequence is reason and another is result. The result of the sequence is 

already known and the reason needs to be figured out. That means in the PoS, the 

sequence of words is known and the part of speech of each word needs to be 

calculated. 

Using the mathematical formula: 
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P (h (t1 ) , h (t2 ) , h ( t3 ) , . . .  \ao ( t1 )a, o (tz )a, o (t3 ) • • • • ) , o represents observed (The result) , h 

represents hidden states (it cannot be observed), t means the times of observing. In the 

formula above o is already determined, therefore, P(o(tn)) is a constant. Hence when 

the maximum probability P (ha(t1 )a, h (t2 )a, h (t3 ) , . . • \ o (t1 ) , o (t2 ) , o ( t3 ) • • • ) is requested 

then this constant can be ignored. 

Two hypotheses can be formed: 

• h(t 1 ),h(t2),h(t3), . . .  is a Markov chain, meaning h(i) is only decided by h(i- 1 ) a. 

• The observation Oi i s  just concerned with h(i) (also called the independent output 

hypothesis), hence, 

Pa(oa(t1 ) , oa( t2 )a, o (t3 ) • • •  \ h (t1 ) , ha(t2 )a, ha(t3 ) • • •  ) 

= P (o ( t1 )a\ah (t1 ) ) * P (oa(t2 )a\ h (t2 ) ) * Pa(oa(t3 )a[ h (t3 ) )  . • • Equation 3 .6 

This problem is becoming much simpler: 

HHM = P(h (t1 ) , h (t2 ) , h (t3 ) • • •  [ o (t1 )a,ao (tz ) , o(t3 ) • • •  ) 

P (h (t1 ) )  * P (h (t2 ) I h (t1 ) )  • • •  * P (  o ( tl) I h (t1 )) * P (  o (t2 ) I h (t2 )) * P (o (tJ I h (t3 ) )  . . .  

Equation 3 .7 

Then, calculate the Max HMM. 
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Take a simple example :  

Say person cannot directly observe the weather, but just has some algae and knows 

the probability relations between weather and algae. He can also predict the weather 

tomorrow. At this time, he has two groups: observation of the algae (state) and 

implied condition (weather) . Therefore, this man is hoping there is an algorithm 

which can help him predict the weather when there is no direct observation. The 

HMM can solve these kinds of problems. 

Transfer diagram is  shown as follows: 

Figure 3 .6 Hidden Markov Model 

The area between hidden state and observed state presents : In a Markov process, a 

particular hidden state corresponding to the probability of observation can be 

presented as a matrix : 
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dry 

Seaweed 

dryish damp soggy 

Weather 
0.60 0.20 0.1t5 0.05t

0.25 0.25 0.25] 
0.05 0.1 0 0.35 0 .50 

sunny 
lcloudy 0.25 

rainy 

Figure 3.7 Matrix of hidden state 

The question has become how to calculate the Max of HMMt= P(h(t 1 )),h(t2),h(t3) j Dry 

Dryish Damp). The model of HMM has two kinds of state: observed state and hidden 

state and three groups of probability: initial probability; transfer probability and 

emission probability. 

Generally speaking HMM can solve these three problems: 

D Matching the most likely system to a sequence of observations -evaluations, 

solved using the forward algorithm; 

D determining the hidden sequence most likely to have generated a sequence of 

observations decoding, solved using the Viterbi algorithm; 

D determining the model parameters most likely to have generated a sequence of 

observations learning, solved using the forward-backward algorithm. 

When it comes to a PoS tagger based on HMM, the sentence is already known as the 

observation state and the PoS tag is the hidden state. 
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[� 

Start with a 

sentence 

Tagging 

Figure 3.8 HMM on tagging 

At the training stage, parameters of the HMM are estimated by Maximum Likelihood 

algorithms such as the Viterbi algorithm and the Forward-Backward algorithm. 

Matrices of transition and emission probabilities of HMM are therefore obtained. At 

the testing stage, the HMM tagger first assigns each word in the input sentence a 

transition probability and an emission probability. The joint probability of transition 

and emission can then be calculated. A PoS tag is then selected and assigned to a 

word if the PoS tag is with maximum joint probability of transition and emission 

given a word and the PoS tag of the preceding word of the current word. 

Transition Probability: P (Wn+ i lWn), represents the probability that the word Wn+I 

occurs following word W n·  

Estimation (MLE). MLE for HMM can be implemented by using some classic 

W1 W1 

Transition Matrix: Pw w2 I 

P, :,•, l
W1W2 

P,
W2W2 W2 W1 

P, R
W3 Wz w,w3 

R 

W3 W1 

Figure 3.9 Transition matrix 
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Emission Probability: P (TnlWn), represents the probability that the PoS tag Tn occurs 

given the word Wn . 

Emission Matrix : 

[p  

p]iW1 ]iW1 

Pr.
2 I T2W2 
fie p 

p PT- WTiVj 3 2 ;·•T1W3 

pT3W3 ] 
Figure 3 . 1 0  Emission matrix 

In the Confusion Matrix, each entry is the number of words. The row of the 

Confusion Matrix represents the class that a word is classified into . The column of the 

Confusion Matrix represents the class that a word actually belongs to. 

nn prp vbd 
nn l. . . · · ·]

Confusion Matrix :  
prp . . .  . . .  

vbd . . .  . . .  

Figure 3 . 1 1  Confusion matrix 

The process of tagging needs to be divided into two steps :  supervised learning and 

unsupervised learning. Hence the original corpus can be separated from two parts: 

training part and test part. During the supervised learning corpus has been tagged. The 

target of this process is obtaining the standard of PoS and calculating the confusion 

matrix . On the other hand the unsupervised learning corpus just consists of word 

without tag which is called plain text. This parser can't work well without the 

supervised learning. The following is input and output for training and testing corpus. 

{
input: Tagged corpus 

output: Trained HMM tagger 

input: Plain corpus 

Train. 

Supervised HMM tagger 

Test. 
{a

output: Tagged corpus 
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If the corpus has just two sentences: 

A l ion ran to the rock 

det nn vbd m <let nn 

nn vbd 

The cat slept on the mat 

det nn vbd m det nn 

vbd vbd 

This example shows the probability of "<let" , "nn", "vbd" is greater than "<let", "<let", 

"vbd" hence Cat should be tagged as "nn". Moreover the probability of "vbd", "in", 

"<let" is greater than "vbd", "nn", "det" then "to" and "on" should be tagged as "in". 

speed. 

Table 3.3 Comparison of algorithms on tagging 

Comparing with other algorithms HMM has better performance in both accuracy and 

speed. The result shows above that the HMM is high accurate with some accepted 

Algorithms 

Unigram 

Unigram with Regexp 

Bigram 

Trigram 

Brill 

Hidden Markov Model 
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Accuracy 

85.4% 

88.0% 

89.4% 

88 .8% 

89.9% 

89.3% 

Speed (second per pass) 

0.0003 

0.0005 

0.0007 

0.009 

0 .0029 

0.00 13  



3 .3 .4 Corpus filtering and recovering 

The formal corpus which contains with word and its tagger has been obtained through 

PoS tagger. In order to collect verb collocations, independent context and tag should 

be deleted for the end result. For example a formal corpus just has one sentence: "He 

moved the table ." When it passes through the tagger, the result is "<prp>He</prp> 

<vbd>moved</vbd> <det>the</det> <nn>table</nn>." Every word in the sentence 

has two tags beside it. In this study, aiming at keep the verbs and nouns only, 

"<prp>He<lprp>"," <det>the</det>" will be no help and need to be eliminated by 

programming. Moreover, the tag on each word will be deleted by the same method. 

Hence, this utterance becomes "moved table". 

It' s  easy to observe that the tense of each verb is not the same in every utterance. 

These tenses need to be recovered to the base form prototype. In the assumption 

above, utterances are considered as the simple sentence. That means sentences which 

have complex semantic structure are not in this scope. Therefore the most commonly 

used three types are "the third singular present tense", "the gerund and present

participle", "the past tense form and past/passive participle". In the script a replace

approach is employed to deal with this issue. A hash table is created in the Perl script 

and each verb deformation has a prototype in the sheet. Then, the "moved table" 

becomes "move table". 

The final step is contextual information extraction. Just in case one utterance has more 

than one verb or noun. At that moment, whatever how many verbs and nouns appear 

in one utterance, they should be counted as the different collocation. For example 
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"move table and chair" should be considered as collocations "move table" and "move 

chair" . 

C:, 5hortcut to cmd.exe 

Mic-1•osoft - l/inc\011s XP lUe1•s ion 5 . 1 . 2600 1 
(C) Copy1•ight 1985-2001 Microsoft Co1•p. 

C : \pe 1•l\bin }pe 1•l  conjugate(2)  . pl 
I nput a coflll!land please : 
He 111oued  the table . 
.(p1•p}He(/p1•p} {vhd}1T1oved{/vhd} <det >tl,e(/det }  <nn >tahleUnn}  {pp} .  {/pp} 
1T1ove table 

C : \pel'l\hin> 

Figure 3 . 1 2  Result of pre-processing 

So after these processes the result is showed above. This parser is not only used for 

dealing with corpus but also with the command which comes from the user. Just as 

expected the formal corpus is consist with many collocations such as "move table". 

The formal corpus will be showed in the experimental chapter. 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, an integrated approach was proposed to pre-processing the corpus. 

Section 3 . 1  gave the source of the data (corpus). Section 3 .2 introduced the language 

which was used to simulation. Section 3 .3  described the entire pre-processing 

including text cleaning, PoS tagging and the filter. The result of the pre-processing 

will be presented in the chapter 5 .  
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CHAPTER 4. VERB-CLUSTERING 

The previous chapter has presented a model to preprocess a corpus. This chapter 

discusses the verb clustering used for Task Action Bank (TAB).  An integrated verb 

clustering i s  built in order to choose the appropriate action to response the observed 

verb in a user instruction. The algorithm for verb-clustering is also introduced in this 

chapter. Finally, a graph will be employed to display the visible clustering. 

Firstly, a service robot fulfils tasks according to user commands. Many commands are 

declarative sentences containing verbs. Some of these commands have similar senses. 

Four typical tasks are generalized as the most useful tasks by human user. The results 

may explain that the statistical approach been used in this study is much more optimal 

than others. This method based on a corpus will be rational. At least, the results will 

give a useful guideline for using statistic in verb classification. 

Secondly, verbs which play a significant part in these commands have been extracted 

in the last process. The framework of verb clustering consists of four steps. The first 

step is to use Pointwise Mutual Information to estimate the semantic relatedness 

between a verb and its contextual information. The second step is to organise verbs 

and their context as a bipartite graph. Edges between verbs and their context are 

weighted by PMI scores. Weighted Jaccard similarity (WJ) is then applied to compute 

the similarity between two verbs. At the fourth step, K-medoid method is applied to 

cluster verbs in terms of the results obtained from the first stage. 
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4.1 Typical task classification 

Since the concept of a service robot was proposed, it has provided additional 

assistances and make a significant difference to people' s daily life. Particularly, this 

sort of robot is competent for tasks such as being a servant at home in order to look 

after elderly and disabled people. 

In this study, service robots need to understand users' intentions when the commands 

are not so specific. As mentioned above, these implicit commands should be 

generalized into several tasks . For example, service robots can only receive simple 

sentences aiming at finishing with commands while looking after disabled people. 

Suppose a disabled user wants the robot to bring a book for him. Therefore, he can 

say "bring a book for me". However, it likely to have the same meaning when the 

command is "pass me the book". All these kinds of orders should be in the same task 

action bank such as "pass an object". This study is focussed on four classes of daily 

tasks fulfilled by service robots. These classes of task include "pass an object", "feed 

the user", "move an obj ect" and "find an object". 

4 . 1 . l Task: pass an object 

Transferring of objects between robots and humans is a fundamental way to 

coordinate activity and cooperatively perform useful work. Suppose an elderly is 

alone. This user wants to get a book to read. However, this book may be too far from 

where he is sitting. Fortunately, the service robot is standing beside the user at the 

moment. Therefore the service robot receives an order from the user: "pass me that 
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book". The service robot will search the task bank in order to find out what the 

response should be. After successfully finding the requested book, the robot can give 

this book straight to the user or put in front of him. As the humans' habit the word 

"pass" can be replaced by "give" or "bring". Therefore service robots should apply 

the same task "pass an object". "Pass" is defined as a feature verb for this action. 

The object in the command can be a book, a cup or other small object. If objects are 

too large, such as car and house, the commands cannot be accomplished. The 

inappropriate response or correct suggestion should be given by the service robot. 

4. 1 .2 Task: feed the user 

Eating food is absolutely necessary to human life. Some people such as some sick 

people, elderly people, or post-operative patients cannot eat by themselves. Instead, 

they need someone to help them to eat. 

This task requires robots to act promptly and precisely inferring the user intentions. 

To accomplish these sorts of task, the service robot needs to recognise when and how 

much a user will eat, in addition to what the user wants to eat. These similar 

commands should be generalized in this task such as "can I have a drink?" and "I 

want to eat a burger." "Eat" is defined as a feature verb for this action. 
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4. 1 .3 Task: move an object 

-care ability, but Service robots can not only help people without or with reduced selfo

can also  be useful when obj ects are heavy or not easily moved. The targets of these 

tasks may be beds or tables. Firstly, a service robot needs to find out where the object 

is . Secondly, it will follow the command to pick it up. A new command to the service 

robot will then be given by the user in order to specify the next action, while the 

service robot holding the object. For instance, the object needs to be moved up, down, 

left, right, forward, backward, stay for a moment, or move to a special location. Then 

the service robot considers whether the task can be done, and moves the object if it 

can. Otherwise, an error response will be given by the service robot. Finally, task is 

accomplished. Also, the uncertainty of the demand is an important factor that could 

4. 1 .4 Task: find an obj ect 

influence the accuracy of the action. Users may probably change their intention while 

the service robot is holding an object. "Move a box for me please" and "move the 

fridge to the right place" should be included in this task bank. "Move" is defined as a 

feature verb for this action. 

Finding an object together with its user is another typical task for a service robot. 

Though human beings have the most creative ability in the world, they can hardly

have better performance than robots on memory. Especially interfacing to huge

databases  with a lot of similar elements such as library and archives, robots have a 

decisive edge. Take a simple example, there are many books in one library. Every 

book has been located in a fixed position and has a label on it. Human beings are 
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unable to remember the location for each book, and in fact there is no needs do so. 

Suppose a service robot with a position map in its storage can make this task possible. 

Once its user wants to get a book, file or document in library, the only thing he or she 

need to do is to send a command to the robot: "Find 'Gone with the Wind' please" . 

The service robot will quickly search its database for where the book is and go to get 

it. Moreover if this book i s  not available or even not recorded, an error response will 

be given. As a result, these sorts of command can be used independently or combined 

with Task: move an obj ect. Different commands such as : "find out this book?", "find 

out if this book is available?" can be classified into the same task bank. "Find" is 

defined as a feature verb for this action. 

4.2 Representations of verbs 

When service robots communicate with humans verbs represent the crucial action of 

intentions. These keywords have been used to identify and to classify tasks. As 

mentioned above, "pass an object" and "move an object" are two typical tasks. The 

commands for these tasks can be: "please give me a cup of tea", "bring a glass of 

water to me", "help me take this table", or "please help me carry this TV", etc. In 

order to pick up a verb from a user command, Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

sentence i s  its context. 

techniques can be used to process the commands, which are considered as text input. 

The initial input consists of a target word along with a portion of the text in which it is 

embedded, which is called its context. Here, the target word is the verb and the 
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In terms of human being' s experience in the use of language, some verbs have 

different meanings; however, they can have the same meaning when they collocate 

with some relevant nouns (Guo 2009) . Therefore the meaning of the target word can 

be figured out through the analysis of the structure of a sentence. For instance, when 

"pass" and "give" are collocated with "drink", in these collocations, two verbs have 

the same meaning, but usually they do not. This means these two words have similar 

collocation features ,  and the collocation feature of verbs will be used to cluster the 

verbs .  Two methods will be applied in the following sections to calculate the distance 

between verbs and nouns. 

4.3 Verbs semantic similarity 

There is a duality of word and document clustering observed by Dhillon (200 1 ) . 

Duality of word and document clustering presents that word cluster and document 

while nouns is able to be established by the induction of verbs clustering. In this study, 

clusters of noun clustering are assumed to correspond to be sets of hyponyms in 

WordNet. It groups English words into sets of synonyms called synsets, provides 

short, general definitions, and records the various semantic relations between these 

synonym sets. Therefore, clusters of verbs can be induced by clusters of nouns. 

cluster can be reasoned from each other. Inspired by duality of word and document 

clustering and Resnik' s  study on selectional preference (Resnik, 1 999), duality of 

verb and noun clustering is assumed in this study. Duality of verb and noun clustering 

states that verb clustering is able to be established by the induction of nouns clustering, 
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4.3 . 1  Cosine similarity 

Cao et al (2009) proposed how to define verb feature vectors using relevant nouns. 

For example, when people using "move", people can say "move the table", "move the 

bed" or "move the box", but not "pass the table" or "pass the bed" . Correspondingly, 

"move me a cup of tea" or "move me a glass of water" does not make any sense. 

Instead, people would say "pass me a cup of tea" or "give me a glass of water". 

Therefore, people can choose some nouns to compose a vector to determine the target 

verbs' feature vectors , and use these feature vectors to cluster these verbs and their 

related commands into task categories. 

Collection of nouns and verbs is  chosen as: 

{ cup, beer, tool, bed, fridge, box, soup, water, apple} 

{pass, give, bring, move, take, carry, feed, need, drink, support} 

This vector is used to define the chosen verbs' feature vectors. If a verb can collocate 

with the relevant noun, the corresponding noun will be indicated by " 1  "; if not, it will 

indicated by "0". Using such a method, the corresponding feature vectors for 'move' 

and 'pass ' are { 0,0, l , 1 , l , 1 ,0,0,0 } and { l , 1 , 1 ,0,0, 1 , 1 , l , 1 o} . Each verb vector is 

presented in Table 4 . 1 .  
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After defining a verb ' s  feature vector, the similarity of verbs could be calculated by 

using equation 4. 1 :  

Similarity of (move, pass) = 

0 * l + 0 * l + l * l + 0 * l + 0 * l + l * l + 0 * l + 0 * l + 0 * l  

Equation 4. 1 

The cosme algorithm can calculate the similarity of verbs by using few steps. 

However, the fatal drawback is the similarity between verbs and nouns is defined by 
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pass 

give 

bring 

move 

take 

carry 

feed 

need 

drink 

support 

Table 4 .  1 The verbs' feature vectors 

cup beer tool bed fridge box soup water apple 

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



human habit. The following algorithm is based on the corpus and the result will be 

much more convincing. 

4.3 .2 Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) 

J(X;Y) = L L P(x, y) log( p(x,y) ) Equation 4.2 
yeY xe.X PJ (X)Pi(Y) 

Mutual information I (xi;yj) is the statistical average in the joint probability space P 

(X;Y).  The average mutual information I (X;Y) overcomes the randomness in the 

mutual information I (xi;yj), and become a certain amount, as shown in Equation 4.2. 

The mutual info1mation model is commonly used in Natural Language Processing 

(NLP). Using mutual information of feature extraction is based on the following 

assumptions : a particular element has high frequency; however, another element has 

relatively low frequency and the mutual information between these two elements is 

large. Mutual information is commonly used as the measure of characteristics of 

words and categories. If the feature of the words belongs to the same classification 

then they have the maximum of mutual information. Since this method does not 

require any assumptions of category, feature words and the nature of the relationship, 

it is suitable for the characteristics of text classification. 

- 5 1  -

Pointwise Mutual Information is a concept in information theory and it is a measure 

of correlation between the two sets of events (mutual dependence). The definition of 

average mutual information is :  



In this study, the simplest method for find collocations in a corpus is counting. If two 

words occur together often, then that is evidence that they have a special relationship, 

though that is not simply explained as the function that results from their combination. 

As the result of pre-processing, the frequency of each useful word can be counted. 

Therefore, probabilities of verbs, nouns, and their co-occurrence can be calculated. In 

Equation 4.2,  variable x represents verb and y represents noun. The probability of co

occurrence of verbs and nouns (the joint probability P (verb, noun)) is compared with 

the probabilities of observing verbs and nouns independently (the chance probability 

P (verb) and P (noun)) . If there is a genuine association between the verb and noun, 

then the j oint probabilities P (verb, noun) will be much larger than chance P (verb)*P 

(noun) . If there is no interesting relationship between the verb and noun, then P (verb, 

noun) will be almost the same as P (verb )*P (noun) . If the verb and noun are in 

complementary distribution, then P (verb, noun) will be much less than P (verb)*P 

(noun) . Probability P (verb) and P (noun) are estimated by counting the number of 

occurrences of the verb and noun in a corpus, and normalising by N (the number of 

the collocations) , the size of the corpus. Joint probability, P (verb, noun), is estimated 

by counting the number of times that verb is followed by noun, and normalising by N. 

For a simple example, the number of times which a word repeatedly appears in the 

corpus has been counted as in Table 4.2 (Church, K et al 1 99 1 ) :  
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Table 4.2 Frequency and PMI of verbs and nouns 

Table 4.2 shows the mutual information and frequency values for three pairs of words. 

=The frequency values were computed over one corpus, where N 44.3 million words. 

In this table P(x,y) is j oint probability and P(x), P(y) presents the probability of each 

word. The table shows that I (move, table) has a mutual information value of 1 0 .23 , 

since log
2 
((8 x N) I (7809 x 36)) = 1 0 .23i. The results of mutual information value are 

ranked from high to low. Therefore the noun-verb pair which has very high mutual 

4 .3 .3  Bipartite graph 

A bipartite graph is a special case of a k-partite graph with k=2. On a bipartite graph, 

vertices are decomposed into two disj oint sets. Vertices within the same set are not 

allowed to be adjacent. Therefore, an edge on a bipartite graph can only be used to 

connect two vertices which belong to two different disjoint sets. For example, the 

graph colouring problem specifies that there are no two adjacent vertices that share 

the same colour. Hence the problem can be induced by the construction of bipartite 

graph. A bipartite graph G = (U, V, E) can be constructed in terms of the statement of 

the graph colouring problem, where U represents a set of nodes coloured blue, V 
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information values is supposed to be strongly associated. From the table, the 

correlation of "move" and "table" delivers more relevant results than other pairs. 

I(x;y) P(x,y) P(x) 

1 0.23 8 7809 

6 .4 1 1 1  7809 

6 .7 1 22 7809 

P(y) X y 

36 Move Table 

76 Move Chair 

1 1 5 Move Box 



edge connects a vertex in U to one in V. U and V are independent sets and a bipartite 

graph is a graph that does not contain any odd-length cycles. 

represents a set of nodes coloured green and E is the set of edges. One of the 

endpoints of each edge i s  coloured blue, and another is coloured with green. No edge 

exists to connect two vertices if they are in the same set. In contrast, such a colouring 

is impossible in the case of a non-bipartite graph, such as a triangle :  after one node is 

coloured blue and another green, the third vertex of the triangle is connected to 

vertices of both colours, preventing it from being assigned either colour. 

,, 

Figure 4. 1  Example of bipartite graph 

On this graph, vertices can be divided into two disjoint sets U and V such that every 
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pass 

move  

box 

tab le  

chair 

pen 

book 

Figure 4.2 Example of PMI on bipartite graph 

The bipartite graph in  Figure 4.2 i s  used to establish mappings bet\veen verbs and 

nouns. According to Table 4.3, weights of graph edges are computed with the 

similarity measure PMI in this study. Bipartite graphs are appropriate for matching 

problems. The advantage of the combination is that it allows mappings to have many 

concept correspondences and is easy to understand. 
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noun 

box 

box 

table 

chair 

pen 

book 

book 

Table 4.3 PMI for bipartite graph 

Verb 

pass 

move 

move 

move 

pass 

pass 

move 

PMI 

4.56 

6.7 1  

1 0 .23 

6 .41 

9 .37 

8 .5 5  

3 . 8 8  



__________ 

max(PMIempen; ), PMJ( ( )OJ2 , n ) ;L 

4 .3 .4 Weighted Jaccard similarity measurement 

In order to cluster verbs, the semantic similarity between verbs also needs to be 

explored. The semantic similarity between two verbs can be estimated through 

Weighted Jaccard similarity measurement (Equation 4 .3) .  The Weighted Jaccard 

coefficient is known as a statistic used for comparing the similarity and diversity of 

sample sets . In general the result is the intersection divide union.( w is defined as the 

verbs and n is defined as the nouns) 

L min(PMI(mpen; ),ePMI(OJ1 , nJ) 
W J(OJe OJ ) =  _N p Ie )_nN )_('--'m,::..;.. -'--( aJi....:..; Equation 4.3 _ 

N(roi  )UN(@2 ) 

The Weighted Jaccard measure considers a global and a local weight for each 

attribute. The global weight gw depends on how many different words are associated 

with a given attribute . The local weight lw is based on the frequency of the attribute 

with a given word. They are computed by the following formulas : 

gw(n ) = 
I 

°'"' IP!i log(p!i ) I1 -
L.I SUM 

Equation 4.4 

lw( w;e, n; ) = log(freq of n; with W;e) Equation 4 .5  

The Sum is the total number of relations extracted from the corpus and Pij is  defined 

as follows : 
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.. = 
P 

freq of n; with w; 
iftotal o n; for w; Equation 4 .6If 

The semantically similar words have been extracted from the corpus. The probability 

of each noun, verb and their collocations has been calculated using PMI. By 

close . 

For example, consider the previous bipartite graph of nouns and verbs in Figure 4.2 . 

The Weighted Jaccard similarity of "pass" and "move" can be computed with the 

following procedure. First, two sets of nouns with respect to "pass" and "move" are 

explored, namely N("pass") and N("move") . The intersection of N("pass") and 

N("move") and the union ofN("pass") and N("move") are then obtained, respectively 

Equation 4 .8 ,  Equation 4 .9 .  Edges of the bipartite graph are also weighted by PMI. 

Subsequently, Weighted Jaccard similarity is applied to calculate the similarity of 

"pass" and "move" (i .e .  Equation 4. 1 0) .  The similarity of "pass" and "move" is 

therefore estimated as 0 .27 1 in this example. Henceforth the similarity of "pass" and 

"move" can be used in the verbs clustering algorithm (see Section 4.6). 

N (" pass ") (') N (" move ") = {box, book} Equation 4.7 

N (" pass ") 

WJ(" pass " , " move ") = 

4. 56 +  1 0.23i+ 6.4 1 + 9 .37 + 8 .5 5 

u N (" move ") = { box, table, chair, pen, book} Equation 4. 8 

computing this approach, the similarity of verbs can be extracted.  The result shows 

when the global weight is very high, it contributes to make these words semantically 

3 .8 8 + 6 .7 1 
Equation 4.9 

= 0.27 1 
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4.3.5 K-medoids cluster 

the cluster with the nearest mean. Suppose, k clusters S={S1 , S2, . . .  ,Sk} so as to 

minimize the within-cluster sum of squares: 

2 args min I:=1 L II xJ - µ; 1 1 t Equation 4.1 0 
x eS

11 

where µ; is the mean of points in Si, 

The semantic similarity between two verbs can be estimated through Weighted 

Jaccard similarity measurement. The K-medoids algorithm is a clustering algorithm 

related to the K-means algorithm and the medoidshift algorithm. Both the K-means 

and K-medoids algorithms are partitional (breaking the dataset into groups) and both 

attempt to minimize squared error. The standard K-medoids clustering algorithm 

The K-medoids algorithm is a common clustering algorithm in Partitioning Methods. 

Around the centre of the division of PAM (Partitioning Around Medoid) is proposed 

as the first one of K-medoids algorithms. Compared with K-means, K-medoids has a 

better performance for dealing with noises and outliers since K-medoids is seldom 

K-means is an unsupervised statistical learning method for clustering. Given a set of 

observations (x1t, x2 . . . , Xn) where each observation is an n-dimensional real vector. It 

aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to 

affected by extreme data, unlike K-means. However, it requires a high level of 

implementation. The procedure for K-medoids is as follows: 
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1. Initialize: randomly select k verbs of the n verbs as the medoids 

2. Associate each verb to the most similar medoid verb 

3 .  For each medoid m 

4. For each non-medoid verb o 

5. Swap m and o and compute the total similarity weights of the configuration 

6. Sel ect the configuration with the maximum similarity 

7 .  Repeat steps 2 to 5 until there is no change in the medoid 

For e xample: If we want to clustering the follow data set in Table 4.4 of ten objects(Xj) 

into two clusters. 

1 0  .....--,---,---,---,---,---.---,---,-----,---, 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 + 

3 

2 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Figure 4.3 Distribution of the data 
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Table 4.4 Original data of ten objects 

Object X-axis Y-axis 

X 1 2 2 

X2 2 6 

X3 3 8 

X4 4 4 

Xs 4 2 

x6 5 4 

X1 6 8 

Xs 7 5 

X9 7 2 

X10 8 6 

Table 4.5 Distance of.Xj with C1 

C1 Data objects (Xj) Distance 

4 2 2 2 2 

4 2 2 6 6 

4 2 3 8 7 

4 2 4 4 2 

4 2 6 8 8 

4 2 7 5 6 

4 2 7 2 3 

4 2 8 6 8 
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,4)(2,6)(3 ,8)(4,4)(6,8)(7,5)(8,6) } 

Step 1 :  

Initialize K centre and assume c1 = (4, 2) and c2 = (5, 4) . So here c 1 and c2 are selected 

as medoids. Calculate the distance so as to associate each data object to its nearest 

medoid. 

Table 4.6 Distance of Xj with C2 

C2 Data objects (Xj) 

5 4 2 2 

5 4 2 6 

5 4 3 8 

5 4 4 4 

5 4 6 8 

5 4 7 5 

5 4 7 2 

5 4 8 6 

Distance 

5 

5 

6 

1 

5 

3 

4 

5 

So the clusters then become : Cluster1 = { (4,2)(2,2)(7,2)} 

Cluster2 = { (5

The distance between any two points is found using this formula: 

Distance(x,c) = r:t=1 l:x - et Equation 4.o1o1 
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Where x is any data object, c is the medoid, and d is the dimension of the object which 

in this case is 2. 

Total cost is the summation of the distance of data object from its medoid in its cluster 

so here : 

Total costo= {cost ((4,2)(2,2)) + cost ((4,2)(7,2)) + cost ((5,4)(2,6)) + cost ((5 ,4)(3 ,8)) 

+ cost ((5 ,4)(4 ,4)) + cost ((5 ,4)(6,8)) + cost ((5,4)(7,5)) + cost((5 ,4)(8,6)) } = 

(2+3)+(6+5+1+5+3+5) = 24 

9 

B 

7 

6 

5 

3 

2 3 4 5 7 6 9 10  

Figure 4.4 Clusters after step 1 

Step 2 : 

Select the nonmedoid O randomly and assume O = (7, 2). Therefore, the medoids are 

c 1 = (4, 2) and O = (7, 2) . Calculate the total cost by using Table 4.7. 
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Table 4.7 Distance of Xj with 0 

0 Data objects (Xj) Distance 

7 2 2 2 5 

7 2 2 6 9 

7 2 3 8 1 0  

7 2 4 4 5 

7 2 5 4 4 

7 2 6 8 7 

7 2 7 5 3 

7 2 8 6 8 

9 

8 

7 

6 ( 
5 

4 

\3 

2 ® 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Figure 4.5 Clusters after step 2 
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=Total costo 2+6+7+2+3+6+3+5 = 34 

So the cost of swapping medoid from c2 to O is: 

S = current total cost - past total cost 

= 34 - 24 

= 1 0 > 0 

As the result shows, moving to O is a bad choice and the previous choice is better. 

The previous choice is selected and fixed as the medoid of the cluster. Iterations of the 

algorithm are terminated if the medoid of each cluster has been selected and fixed; 

otherwise, iterations will be continued until the best choice of the medoid of each 

cluster has been obtained. Distances of nonmedoid data points and selected medoids 

are then computed with Equation 4 . 1 1  once medoids of all clusters have been selected. 

Each nonmedoid data point is subsequently assigned to the cluster if the minimum 

distance of the nonmedoid data point and the medoid of the cluster have been 

achieved. 

4.4 Summary 

the verb cluster. Section 4. 1 described 4 kinds of task for service robot and the 

This chapter introduced typical task classification and a serial algorithms applied in 

following section the algorithms including PMI, WJ, bipartite graph and the K

mediods cluster. One example which data is from (Church, K et al 1 99 1 )  was applied 

in the cluster. The real data from natural corpus will be used and analysis given in the 

next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

The previous chapters introduced an integrated verb clustering model based on quite a 

several assumptions . Some of these assumptions seem somewhat unrealistic and could 

lead users to doubt the practicability of the model . Therefore, a real experimental 

model is presented in this chapter. Results of the classification may not be optimal, 

but they are good approximations . At least, they provide useful guidelines for 

clustering verbs for Active Robot Learning. 

This integrated model consists of two main components: pre-processing and verb 

clustering. The pre-processing is used on the text-corpus in order to make collection 

of the statistics of characteristics easier. It used to identify the verb which will be 

analysed in the final classifier as well . The pre-processing is also known as the 

contextual information extractor. In nature, the contextual infom1ation is a simplified 

representation of a command, that is, a collocation of a verb and a noun will be used 

to represent the command contained in an utterance. Verb clustering is used for task 

classification. Depending on the prototype of each task, the process of verb clustering 

attempts to discover the hidden knowledge about the groups of verbs that are 

contained in the corpus .  Several mathematical algorithms are employed in the 

following parser including PMI, WJ and K-medoid. After this procedure similar verbs 

can be grouped into different clusters. Consequently, similar verbs for each prototype 

can be easily observed. The architecture of the model is shown in Figure 5 . 1 :  
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Corpus of user instructions  

Pre
Hi dden Markov Model tagger 

proces sing 

Identify verbs and their context 

Calculate PMI or verbs and their  context 

Construct a Biparti te  Graph 

Use we ighted Jaccard s imi larity to 

calculate the s imi larity of verbs 

Use K-medoids algori thm to cluster verb 

Figure 5 . 1  Architecture of the integrated verb clustering model 

5.1 Contextual information extractor 

Human intention is hidden in the human command. The text-corpus can be seen as a 

collection of commands. In order to figure out the intention from the command, the 

text-corpus which is very complex must be analysed. The intention is mostly 

indicated by verbs and nouns. The other words in the corpus will be removed since 

these words do not aid robot understanding to the intention contained in user 

commands. This extractor is applied to identify the prototype of verb and noun. 
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5 . 1 . 1  Corpus : 

The test corpus is selected from the partial Manchester corpus introduced in Chapter 3 ,  

combined with normal conversations from Internet. This corpus can be swiftly and 

easily enriched with additional information. This corpus consists of a number of 

machine-readable commands and can be reused in the future. The following sample of 

the corpus is the part of the complete corpus used in the experiments. 

*i\10T:➔though she's notkeenon video s. -Imus.tsay.+' 

*IvIOT:➔ will I op en the hottle -foryou?+' 

'"I\.•fOT:-'W'ill*· I go ·andget*the coffee?..i-J 

*!\&OT:➔ r've got her a high ·cha:iranda doll. Yousee. ;,"W,,9,-&�""&:"-' 

*l\'10T:➔ Gathy:.*Vilould-:y*oulikesomethingto --eat?+-1 

*Ivf OT:➔ are you going to putthembackinto the bag':?'+' 
w*i\.1:0T:➔ I'll*behonest. It*a..smymotherbought*-an*av;.rfulfot ,o fstuf£+' 

*tvIOT:➔ we'll·put*these*away forfater -on.<1-' 

*MOT:➔showyom true c:olours!+' 

*MOT:➔ do you think-he'l lbringyoua dolly?+' 

*IVfOT:➔ canyou·give*me ab o ok:please?'+t 

*INV -+ were you playing-fa otball "11ith her.+' 

*INV: -+ butsince,be wasbom Hhinkt}}e1:e'$.beena hundred-o fthem.+-' 

*INV: -+ he'.s gotan1.lnlbrella.+' 

*rnV: -+ who lo oks afterthediild?+-1 

*l\{OT:➔ are you find:i:ng*yourp,er{?'+' 

Figure 5 .2 Input corpus 

5 . 1 .2 PoS tag: 

After inputting the corpus, Link Grammar is employed to tag the corpus. It is an 

application from CPAN (Comprehensive Perl Archive Network) named "Lingua-EN

Tagger"; a HMM (Hidden Markov Model) is used in this programming. HMM 
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taggers work well when we have a large tagged training set and could even tag a text 

from a specialized domain or text in a foreign language. 

<m,i.JJ)*MOT</wy,> · <gg�> : </pJ.L�.> · <in>though</in> · <pw)she<fRf.R> · <te.;,>is</yJ?.:;> · 
<;J�_>not</;_,g_> . <jj_>k een</ j_i> <in>on</in> · <w��:videos<lwx.> · <pp>. </pp> <ll.tJ?/I</p;ry,><· 
<m,q>must</l!!ft.> <yp_> say</yg_><. (pp>.  </pp};.' 
+' 

<wp>*MOT<lnBR> <pJ:!£> : <IW?, �,> <mg,>will</msP ·  <:p.xJ?.>I</:p.,J],> <ypJ?,.>open</yl:)R> 
<9-�.t.>the</§t.t> <nB>bottle</u:n> <in>for</in><· <J;lJJ?/You</g;J?.> <pp>?</pp) ;-1 

<i-' 

<w2.>*J�OT</w;p1 · <Rl:l.r..> : </�,> -<m4>will </!Jf_g> <l?EP.-.>I</Rm> <¥.,gp_>go</yp,J?.> <cc>and</cc> · ,. 

<yp_>ge t</yg_> · <�J,.>the</g�t} <un>coffee</un> (pp>?</pp}<t-' 

<m:i-.P.>*MOT</w;p..> · <p_R:;;;,> : </pJ?�> · <gr,.p/I </p_;p> <Y.ll.;12.>have</y_£p> · <yj;,;}>got</y]?n> · 
<p}".J?,§>her</:p._;:J2§> · <jj_>a< /jj> ·<jj_>high</ jj> · <un>chair</WJ,> <c c>and</cc> ·<g_@J .. > a</gtt> · 
<un>doll</w.> <pp>. </pp> · <p.f,_p_>You</:p,!J?,> <Y.llp>see</y]?P,! <pp> . </pp> ·  <cc>.And</cc> 
<uu>xxx</w> . <pp>. </pp><-1 
;.I 

<aop_>*MOT</r.gi_p/ 
<�>you</px.R> 
<pp>?</pp} .. , 

<p:gx..> : </p._M.> 
<in>like</in> · 

<agp _>Cathy</unp/ 
<nn>something</nn>

VY·I'· V·,"'V-
· 

<pp>. </pp> 
<to>t o</to> 

� 

<m.9:>Would</mg> 
<vb>eat</vb> · 

',,·"',·V• "·NV' 

.., 
<rm-J.?.>*MOT<lrJ),.J?,><. <:gI:l§) :  </RP,_;?/ . <yp.P.>are</Y:PJ?.> . <ii.n• .. >you</J? .. rn .. > . 
<19.>to</to> · <yp>put</yg> ·<:gJ,£>them</gJ.;J;)! '<;,9.>back</;;__.b,> <in>into</in> ·<ittt_>the</g�t> 

1<@>bag</m:i,> · <pp>?</pp> · +-

+' 

<00P..>*MOT</rn1.E.> ·<m1r.> : </:irn.f..> · <p:ni,.>I</:ip;J?.> ·<rrtrt>' 11. <frrt4> <yp>be</;;r1l_> <j,i>honest</j,i> · 
<pp>. </pp> <:g_fl)/ It</ti.n2.> · <�.,g_>was</ye,,4_> <p-..fJ?_£>my</pl-£��-> <WJ,>mother</w> 
<Y.ll.9,>bought</'Y9.5!> · <,g.fe,t>an</4.@.t><· <jj>awful</j_j_> · <un>lot</un> · <in>of</in>· 
<w>stuff</un> ·  <pp> . < /pp ) · <.-' 

Figure 5 . 3  Partl of tagged corpus (exact copy of original) 
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<mm.>*MOT</rg;i.J!,} <p:a�.>< </gR�> : .

>*MOT</9.np,> <wJ2< <'PI?.£.><:<< /��?<· · ,

<p�><: < /:pJ!,�,> · 

•.Nvv-,•, 

<vb>put</vb> ·<:pt_B.>we< /:e,;i;p.> 
er<h,
<m£!>will</mq> 

< ir;on</int�pp>. </;;><&,�t>these</9:r.:t> <;....9.>away< /�Ji,> · < in>for < /in> ·  <;J?>lat q> · 
+-' 

<un>show</un> <g:1;J?,x>your</:px,R£> <j,j,>true< /j_j_> 
<m:t�)colours</r;irt�.> · <pp> !  < /pp> ·<+-' 
.... 

<U!}p,>*MOT< /m:i,,J?,) · <p:ef><: < /:pJ?,�,> <y9.,,p,>do < /y9:p,> · <:pJ_J?>you< /R�J?,.> < gp,_>think</:r];ip,>y, 
<R?:'J?,,>he < /:p.:i;:p,> · <;m,,9,>will</�g> <:yg)bring<l:[g> <g_:;-J?_>you< /ru;p,> ·  <,�1,.>a</9:�t> · 
<jj_>dolly< /jj> <pp>?</pp> · •-' 
.... 

<nu,:p.}*MOT< /u:e,J?,,> <:p,i:J.1/<: < /pJ,§/ <mg>can< /�g> · <gm>you< /p;r.,p> · <!t:p>gi ve</y'gJ2) · 
<p,EJ?.)me < /i;p:z><' < g.��-t>a< /gu> <gr>book</w> · <yg,>please<he.><' <pp>?</pp) +-' 

<m1.,p>*INV</�> · < RR�.> : </pJrx> · <yg,q>were</yM,> · <R};:p_>you</ru;;e_> <:y2_.vplaying</yp,$_> ·  
<gu>football <lrm.> · < in>wi th</in> · <p,r2_�>her< /121�> ·<<pp>. </pp> · +-1 

... 

<

<y,1?.._�>is< /yl?.,;,> 

u_ri.,p)*INV<lw.;e,> · <1:J?.%> : </121?.�> · < cc>but< /cc> < in>since</in> 
<PE_!?.! I < /prJ?. .. > · <y]?;e,>think</yJ?J:i,.> 
<§.!;:!>a< /gtt> · <,£9:>hundred< /94> 

<Rn:i.>he< /:p,1:p,> 
<�>there</;J?,> 

<in>of< /in> · 
<yg1>was</y,_g_,g,> · <yJm.>born< /yau.> · · 

· <y_°9A.>been< /y,hn.> · · 
<R_;rJ)._>them< /:e.1,2> <pp). < /pp> ,..1 

.... 

<U:B:B>*INV< ita.11?-> · <:p�>he</121.J!> · <y9.i>is</y,.:e.�> · <�>got< /:y:\:m,.> 
<�j;>an</,i1t><·<<an>UJTLbrella</un> ·<<pp> .<< /pp><· ..,  
,..t 

<unP.>*INV</w-E! <RR�) : </:p,R�.> · <�>who</�_><- <vbz>looks</vb z><
.,,.,,..,,.,,...,,, 

<in>after< /in>· 
<det>the</det> <nn>child< /nn><· <pp>?< /pp> ·.-' 

v,.,,... ,;.,.1v, V,,I'•�'• • .,..,.,.._,, �,...,,..,-. 

.,_I 

<m:i,,£.>*MOT</w,p_> · <p:e_�_><: < /lm,�,> · <yp..,p)are </y]?,,p.> · <:piJ?->you< /:p,1:p> · <yJ:l.i>finding</yp$f · 
<pp>?< /pp>�.r<RfJ2,f>you:r</gu;i�7..> · <no>pen</�> · 

Figure 5 .4 Part2 of tagged corpus ( exact copy of original) 

Partl and Part2 are samples of corpus which have been tagged. Every word has an 

opening and a closing tag beside it. The corpus is separated into utterances. 

Depending on the architecture of the sentence, collocations can be extracted as 

follows. 
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5 . 1 .3 Extractor: 

A script has been developed to indentify verbs and nouns. Each sentence has a simple 

structure, subordinate clauses are not present in the corpus. Hence we can extract one 

crucial verb and some pairs of nouns in one sentence. When one verb links with two 

or more nouns such as "Take the book and pen" both the nouns can be used to 

construct the collocation. 

Table 5 . 1  Result of pre-processing 

open bottle 

get coffee 

get chair, doll 

eat something 

put bag 

put 

show color 

bring dolly 

give book 

play football 

born 

get umbrella 

find pen 

Many collocations can be extracted from the corpus. However, there are two cases in 

which collocations are difficult to extract. Some utterances have either verbs or nouns, 
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and the referents of the target word are in. other utterances in the corpus. In the 

following part, the approach to choosing a verb depending on the nouns is introduced. 

5.2 Verb clustering 

5 .2 . 1 Pointwise Mutual Information 

After counting the number of appearance, all collocations will be calculated by 

Equation 5 . 1  : 

Y) = l p(verb, noun) • N I(X; g( ) p(verb)p(noun) 

Table 5 .2 Partl of PMI between verbs and nouns 

verb noun 

give box 

give spoon 

give pen 

give knife 

give paper 

give hand 

give coat 

PMI( l0base) 

l .3 6 1  1 93442 

1 .5 1 83 1 6862 

l .553078969 

1 .428 140232 

0.9695023 83 

2 .030200223 

1 .  729 170228 

verb noun 

pass point 

pass minute 

pass spoon 

pass fork 

pass news 

pass plate 

pass knife 

Equation 5 . 1  

PMI( 1 0base) 

2 .841 658656 

2.84 1 658656 

2.540628660 

2.36453740 1 

1 .9965606 1 6  

2.36453740 1 

2.239598664 
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Table 5 . 3  Part2 of PMI between verbs and nouns 

verb noun 

move table 

move chair 

move desk 

boxmove 

move toy 

move house 

move bear 

PMI( 1 Obase) 

2.239598664 

1 .5863 86 1 5 1  

1 .7624774 1 0  

1 . 394500624 

1 .03 5478682 

2.23 9598664 

1 .2853 56 1 55 

verb noun 

find sausage 

find table 

take shirt 

eat corn 

eat egg 

eat chip 

change dress 

PMI( l Obase) 

1 .709696 1 36 

1 .2077 5 1 297 

2.06 14 14416  

1 .540628660 

1 .63753 8673 

1 .93 8568669 

2.029229732 

Because the number of collocations is very large, they cannot be shown in here in full. 

5 .2.2 Bipartite graph 

The bipartite graph is applied to present the semantic relatedness between verbs and 

nouns . 

.. 

\. \1�S� 
\.,.ho1m 

." - -� ·ttra in ,,,,_-:- -

..-
"" �··

_....� ---

- - =----=- - -

Figure 5 . 5  Partial enlargement of bipartite graph 

Figure 5 .5  is a partial enlargement of bipartite graph of PMI. 
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5 .2.3 Weighted Jaccard similarity 

The similarities of verbs are shown in Table 5 .4 .  Due to limited space of the thesis, 

here, only part of whole table is presented. For example "0.085 8" is the similarity 

between "pass" and "give". If two verbs do not share any nouns in the collocations, 

the similarity of these words is 0. 

Table 5 .4 Result of verbs similarity 

give pass hand come get sit 
give 1 - - - - -

pass 0 .0858 1 0 0 0 0 
hand 0 .0388  0 1 0 0 0 
come 0 0 0 1 0.078 0 
get 0.0338  0 0 0 .0780 1 0 .0392 
sit 0.0394 0 0 0 0 .0392 1 
put 0 .0454 0 0 0 0 0 .0682 

change 0 0 0 0 0 0 
play 0 0. 1 083 0 0 0 0 
see 0 0 0 0 0 0 

move 0 .04 1 0  0 0 0 0.0776 0 

like 0 0 0 0 0 .03 8 1  0 
make 0 0 0 0 0 .073 3 0 
watch 0 0 0 0 0 0 

catch 0 0 0 0 0 0 
buy 0 0 0 0 0 0 
try 0 0 0 0 0 0 
find 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tum 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 087 
bring 0 0 0 0 0 .0485 0 .0900 
tell 0 0 0 0 0 0 
take 0 0 0 0 0 0 
look 0 0 0 0 0 0 
want 0.0452 0 0 0 0 0 
cut 0 0 0 0 0 0 

allow 0 0 . 1 o852 0 0 0 0 
eat 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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5 .2.4 Wordnet 

Home service is the key word in this study. Hence, the relevant nouns are common 

words in everyday's  life . In other words, the objects that a service robot needs to 

recognise are the simple object in daily surroundings .  In this experiment, Wordnet is 

applied to define the relevant nouns. Wordnet is a lexical database and consists of 

many sets of hyponyms.  The following nouns are picked up from the set of house : 

dress, shoe, box, pen, knife, paper, coat, cup, book, phone, apple, baby, bottle, spoon, 

fork, plate, paper, strawberry etc . All of the collocations have been extracted from 

corpus and this step just decides which verb should be counted. 

5 .2. 5 K-medoid 

When the similarity of the verbs has been calculated, K-medoid is applied to calculate 

the final result of clustering. The iteration using verb similarity is different from the 

normal K-medoid. These similarities present the distance between two verbs. That 

means the distance between two points is known not the coordinate position. 
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Oloo k  �try •t.ak e  

\
'\ 

.... 
.... _'Ii c h a ng e  Obuy 

O cut •fi n d  

0:soe e  @ catch • l i k e  

Figure 5 .6 Initializing on 500 utterances 

ocut . .eat •try
.catch 

pta � 

otha rge 

Figure 5 .7  Initializing on 1 50792 utterances 

Comparing the two graphs above, Figure 5 .7 shows more relationships are found as 

the size of corpus becomes larger. At the first time, "give" and "pass" are related, but 

they are not clustered into the same cluster. Figure 5 . 8  cluster them into one cluster 
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and it is the most comprehensive condition. Increasing the corpus can also minimize 

the error rate calculated by PMI. 

The initializing of clustering is shown in Figure 5 . 9 .  

·--♦bnng 
' r\ 

...... -
.-;· ' . I ewatc h 

..... \ -... � ....... :,�• -- .. , {.......... ........ ... \.'\ /· 
l

-,
'· '···.- · · · (I9.play ,./ , , ,, e 

�, I 1 '9 ha nd/ ·1 \ 
··•• l low ,...,.- J co� 

, 

\ / 
"��ke ·· 

I ♦.eat 
·•cat ch 

Olook  .
ef, nd 
etry 

®cut 

©buy 

. . . . �ta ke  
ocna nge 

Ote ll 

Figure 5 . 8  Initializing of clustering 

In order to compare the performance of this cluster, different numbers of iteration are 

used to test the cluster. The following are the result of clustering 1 00, 200, and 2500. 
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O!ook 

0 buy 

Ocut 

--ot,ke 

Otell 

Figure 5 . 9  Result of l 00times of iterations 

Olook <ll h•nd. 

Ocut 

Obuy 

·" ···-

· ···· ·· · · 

Ose:e 

o,n,nmt2 45 

Ooh•nfilll 45 
ot,kt 

Ot,11 

Figure 5 . 1 0 Result of 500 iterations 
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OchM@ll2 45 
'·• · · -.o take 

O look 

Ocut 

O buy 

Ot,11 
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After 2500 iterations, the result of clustering becomes increasingly stable. Obviously, 

as mentioned above, the "pass an obj ect" task category has four words : "give, pass, 

play, allow". Although "give" has similar meaning to "pass" in everyday life, "play" 

and "allow" cannot make any sense in this cluster. This sort of situation happens in 

every cluster e .g .  "move", "eat", and "find". There are three possible reasons for the 

mis-clustering. First, PMI lacks the capability to deal with data sparseness and the 

corpus used in this study may not be large enough. Therefore, some incorrect results 

arise in the experiments. Second, errors occurred in the PoS tagging and the 

contextual information extraction may also deliver unexpected results since different 

PoS tags and different contextual information will endow a word with different 

meanings. Third, the pre-processing of the corpus either may not completely remove 

the redundant information from the original corpus, such as the tag "*MOT", or may 
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not correctly transform the tenses of a word to its prototype. As a result, several verbs 

have been classified by the relevant nouns; however, the final result is not precise for 

the above reasons. 

5.3 Summary 

This chapter presented the experiment. The data from Manchester corpus was pre

processed by the method proposed in chapter 3 . The pre-processing result was 

clustered into different sets showed in section 5 .2. However, This experimental result 

was just acceptable, and could hardly be employed in the TAB for the service robot. 

The following chapter will  draw the conclusion and future work. 
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D Established a robot corpus for analysing the command from users, based on 

Manchester corpus. This corpus can be enriched easily and swiftly and it can be a 

template for a machine-readable corpus. 

D Developed a pre-processing parser in order to process the original corpus into 

collocations. The collocations can be identified successfully. 

D Generalised four typical task categories, from which several specific taught tasks 

and their corresponding test actions, are derived. These four typical task 

categories are : "pass an object", "move an object", "feed the user" and "find an 

object". 

CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

6.1 Conclusions 

In recent years, there have been growing trends in both service robots and Natural 

Language Processing. This research has considered a statistical approach for verb 

clustering base for service robots. At the beginning of this study, a survey of the state

of-the-art approached the area of interaction between service robots and humans. The 

hierarchical structure of verb clustering has been introduced, which is one component 

of Task Action Bank (TAB) in Active Robot Learning (ARL). Then, the result of 

experiments has verified the performance of the cluster. It can be concluded that: 
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□ Defined verb features by relevant nouns and established verb feature vectors, 

which can be used to calculate distances between verbs. These defined verbs are 

used to map commands to task categories. 



0 Two sets of experiments were carried out on pre-processing and verb clustering. 

Experimental results show that the size of the corpus has a great influence on the 

accuracy and number of iterations of K-medoid, which also induced clearer 

clusters. 

6.2 Further work 

Although the result of verb clustering gives the classification of tasks based on feature 

verbs has statistical support, several extensions are still worthwhile for consideration. 

0 One part of the integrated model is applied to process a corpus . The experimental 

results show Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) could not work well when the 

dataset is sparse . Therefore, the machine-readable corpus which is employed in 

this experiment urgently needs to be enriched. More utterances which come from 

everyday life can make this corpus richer. 

□ Pre-processing can process the corpus by itself. During the experiment, the time 

cost of pre-processing was very expensive. The time cost will be increased when 

a larger corpus is used. Therefore, the codes in the script of the pre-processing 

parser need to be optimized in the future. 

□ Limited range of task categories is also a crucial part of the restriction. The whole 

model is established for a home service robot; however, many tasks are not 

included in these four categories. Defining more feature verbs can generalise 

more tasks into different categories and this can expand the verb clustering to 

other domains. 
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